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In this paper, we consider the problemof generating safe trajectories formulti-agent systems

in the presence of wind and dynamic obstacles. We design a robust controller to counteract

a class of state disturbances that can be thought of as wind disturbance for aerial vehicles.

The considered disturbance is unmatched, bounded with known bounds, with no assumptions

on the regularity properties or the distribution of the disturbance. We also assume that

only partial states are observed, and use a finite-time state-estimator based finite-time state-

feedback control to generate the system trajectories. We show that even with limited and

erroneous sensing, agents are capable of avoiding collisions with moving obstacles and with

each other. The designed protocol is distributed, scalable with the number of agents, and

provides provable safety and convergence guarantees.

Nomenclature
ri Position of agent i

ui Velocity of agent i

ai Acceleration of agent i

rgi Desired goal location of agent i

w Wind disturbance

wav Mean value of the wind disturbance

δav Variation of the wind disturbance from the mean value

di j Distance between agent i and j

dm Minimum safety distance

Rc Sensing radius of each agent

δe Estimation error

r ijs Position of agent j as sensed by agent i

ui
js Velocity of agent j as sensed by agent i
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εs Sensing error

Fi Nominal vector field for agent i

γi Desired direction of motion for agent i

uid Desired speed for agent i

r̂i Estimated position of agent i

ûi Estimated velocity of agent i

ûid Desired estimated velocity for agent i

d̂i j Estimated distance between agent i and j

R+ Set of non-negative reals

‖ · ‖ Euclidean norm (2-norm) of (·)

∠(x) Orientation of vector x

0 Zero vector

∅ Empty set

I. Introduction

A. Motivation

In recent years, the usability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has increased due to availability and technology

maturity, especially multirotor-type UAVs, which are now used for commercial and consumer applications including

package transportation [1] and distributed sensing [2]. Large-scale problems make centralized algorithms intractable

with the number of agents, motivating the research in the field of distributed coordination and control. The problem of

decentralized multi-agent motion planning, which mainly focuses on generating collision-free trajectories for multiple

agents (e.g., UAVs) so that they reach preassigned goal locations under limited sensing, communication, and interaction

capabilities has been studied by many researchers [3–5].

In this paper, we consider the problem of safe trajectory generation for multi-rotor type UAVs for low-altitude

urban environment operations. Specifically, we seek to generate safe trajectories from every initial condition to any

goal location for double integrator vehicles with limited, erroneous sensing capabilities, in the presence of unknown

wind disturbance and moving obstacles. Furthermore, we make use of finite-time stability theory so that the agents

accomplish the assigned tasks in finite time.

B. Relevant work

Numerous methodologies on distributed motion planning of multi-agent systems have appeared in recent years, with

the most popular being (i) optimization-based techniques [6–8]; (ii) Lyapunov-based methods [9, 10]; (iii) Voronoi-based
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methods [11, 12]; and (iv) graph search methods, e.g., A∗ planning [13], Pareto optimization [14] and sampling-based

methods (e.g., RRTs) [15–17]; see also [18, Chapter 2, 6] and [19, Chapter 4, 7]. Lyapunov-based controllers are of

particular interest for multi-agent problems, as they are scalable with the number of agents and bring in the merits of

Lyapunov-based analysis for safety and convergence guarantees.

Various methods using Lyapunov-like scalar functions have been employed for multi-agent motion planning problems,

such as avoidance functions [20], potential functions [21], navigation functions [22, 23] and harmonic functions [24].

The idea of directly defining vector fields as feedback motion plans is also well-studied. Relevant work employing

vector fields for vehicle navigation can be found in [25–27] and references therein. In [28, 29], the authors consider the

problem of collision avoidance for cooperative and non-cooperative agents. However, they only consider the case of two

vehicles, with complete knowledge of the state of the vehicle without any external disturbance.

The main issue with sampling-based or graph-based methods is scalability with number of agents. The scalability

issues can be circumvented by using Lyapunov-based methods, such as navigation fields. One of the issues with using

navigation fields and similar methods (e.g., potential functions) is the possible occurrence of deadlock points or surfaces,

wherein the resultant vector field vanishes. In our earlier work [30], we guaranteed almost global convergence due to the

occurrence of deadlock for a set of initial conditions of measure zero. In this work, we address the problem of avoiding

the deadlock entirely by properly defining the direction of motion for the agents when the vector field vanishes, so that

we have global convergence.

C. Limited and Erroneous Sensing

In the aforementioned work [20–30], it is assumed that each agent has perfect knowledge of its own states as well as

of its neighbors’ states. From practical and robustness point of view, sensing uncertainties along with the case when

only partial state measurements are available should be considered. Another important aspect is the limited capabilities

of the considered vehicles, in terms of limited sensing and communication radii. From the safety perspective, the agents

must be able to avoid collisions with each other and with obstacles under these limitations. In [28], the authors consider

limited sensing radius for a pair of nonholonomic vehicles for cooperative and non-cooperative collision avoidance. In

[23], the authors used potential functions for formation control and obstacle avoidance under limited sensing. In [31]

(see also [32]), the authors design a centralized supervisor for collision avoidance in the presence of disturbances and

uncontrolled vehicles. However, the work in [23, 28, 31, 32] assumes complete knowledge of the states of the agents

and no sensing uncertainties. In this work, we design a robust controller that guarantees safety and convergence when

only partial state measurements are available, and there are sensing uncertainties in both the position and velocity of

each agent.
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D. Disturbance Modeling

Ensuring certain levels of robustness against modeling uncertainties and external disturbances is of primary concern

for real-world applications. Much work is done for the case of matched disturbances, i.e., when the control input and the

disturbance enter the plant via the same channel. In [33], a stable uncertainty is assumed to be bounded inH∞-norm by

some prior given desired tolerance, and an observer-based controller is designed by using the algebraic Riccati equation.

Related work considering bounded deterministic disturbances can be found in the design of finite-time consensus

algorithms with matched disturbances [34–36], mismatched disturbances [37], and the rotating consensus control with

mixed model uncertainties and external disturbances [38].

Wind, modeled as a state-disturbance, affects the position trajectories of the aerial vehicles. For most of the practical

systems, such as fixed-wing (or rotary wing) aircraft, the control inputs are the deflection of control surfaces and

thrust (or the rotor-speed), which take effect in the velocity dynamics of the vehicle. Hence, the study of systems with

unmatched disturbance becomes significantly important. Nevertheless, there is only little work in this field: in [39], the

authors assumed that the dynamics of the unmatched disturbance are known, and leverage this knowledge to design

a disturbance observer. In [40], the authors assumed that the disturbance is an element of L∞. In [41] and [42], the

authors assumed that the disturbance satisfies a strong regularity condition that the disturbance should be at least twice

differentiable for a second order system, and that all the derivatives of the disturbance are bounded with known bounds.

While under these strong assumptions, the aforementioned work showed that the effect of the disturbance can be nullified,

it is worth noting that one cannot always assume such smoothness or vanishing properties for wind disturbances. In our

earlier work [43, 44], the wind disturbance was modeled as Gaussian disturbance with known mean and variance. We

relax this assumption by allowing the wind to have any arbitrary distribution, which we do not assume to be known.

Instead, we assume a general class of state disturbances, that can vary both in space and time and, unlike [39–44], we

assume that only the mean value and the maximum deviation of the disturbance from the mean value are known.

E. Finite-time Stability in Multi-Agent Systems

It is often desired that agents achieve their task of reaching given locations in finite time. Also, for estimator-based

full-state feedback, the convergence of estimation error in finite time is desired. Finite-Time Stability (FTS) is a

well-studied concept, motivated in part from a practical viewpoint due to properties such as achieving convergence in

finite time, as well as exhibiting robustness with respect to disturbances [45]. The authors in [46] focus on continuous

autonomous systems and present Lyapunov-like necessary and sufficient conditions for a system to exhibit FTS, whereas

[47] they provide geometric conditions for homogeneous systems to exhibit FTS. Finite-time controllers have been

used for applications such as consensus or formation control in [48–50], but without any consideration of safety or

collision avoidance.There is a large body of literature on collision avoidance schemes along with finite-time convergence,

e.g., [51–53] consider finite-time consensus with inter-agent collision avoidance, whereas [54] incorporates collision
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avoidance in finite-time flocking of Cucker-smale agents. [55] considers problem of parallel formation (or, velocity

alignment) in finite time in a stationary-obstacle environment. Although the aforementioned work considers inter-agent

collision avoidance or obstacle avoidance, none of them consider any external disturbances or uncertainties in the state

measurements. [56] considers bounded, matched disturbance and presents a method of achieving robust finite-time

consensus for multi-agent systems. Recent work such as [35, 36] consider bounded, matched disturbances, whereas [57]

considers unknown non-linearities in the dynamics, and design protocols to achieve consensus in a fixed time. However,

[35, 36, 56, 57] do not consider collision avoidance. In this paper, we consider finite-time convergence in the presence

of external disturbances and sensor uncertainties, along with collision avoidance of the agents with each other and with

dynamic obstacles.

F. Contributions of paper

We consider the motion of class-A or controlled agents in a dynamic obstacle environment induced by class-B or

uncontrolled agents (or simply, dynamic obstacles), as defined in [30]. The dynamic obstacles do not cooperate to

avoid collisions. Compared to our earlier work [30], where the agents were modeled as unicycles to capture the no-slip

condition for car-like vehicles, here we model the agents using double integrator dynamics for 2-D motion of multi-rotor

aircraft. In [30], perfect communication between the agents was assumed and each agent had knowledge of whether the

neighboring agents are cooperative or non-cooperative. In this paper, 1) the agents do not know whether their neighbors

are cooperative or non-cooperative and 2) there is no active communication between the agents. We rather assume a

limited sensing model that is erroneous, i.e., the agents can sense position and velocity of their neighboring agents

with some bounded error. Also, in contrast to [58] where the nominal, disturbance-free case was treated, we consider a

general class of unmatched, state disturbances in the agents’ dynamics to account for wind disturbances. Furthermore,

in contrast to our prior work [30, 58] where all the states were assumed to be known, here we assume that only position

measurements are available and make use of a state-estimator for the control design of the agents. We design an FTS

state-feedback control law that uses state estimates derived from an FTS state-estimator. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first time an estimator-based finite-time feedback controller is used in the presence of disturbances and moving

obstacles with safety considerations for multi-agent systems. Also, in contrast to any of the prior work of the authors

where only almost global convergence was guaranteed, here we design a novel way of defining the desired direction of

motion that eliminates the deadlock situation and guarantees global convergence.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) we present a robust, distributed coordination protocol

that accommodates a class of unknown, bounded, unmatched disturbances in the agents’ dynamics (the disturbance

can have spatial as well as temporal variation) (ii) we treat the case of dynamic obstacles with bounded speeds and

prove safety of the system under sensing errors and external disturbances; (iii) we consider limited, erroneous sensing

and provide safety guarantees; (iv) we make use of an estimator-based feedback for the case when only partial state
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measurements are available; (v) we make use of finite-time stability theory for both state-estimation and state-feedback

control design for better performance, both in terms of convergence and disturbance rejection; (vi) we use a novel desired

direction of motion for the agents’ planning and control so that provable safety and global convergence guarantees can

be obtained; and (vii) our proposed vector field method is distributed and is scalable with the number of agents.

G. Organization of the Paper

In Section II, we provide an overview of the modeling of the system under the effect of disturbances. We first

present the vector field design for each agent i, which is by construction safe and convergent, and then design a

state-feedback controller so that agents follow their respective vector fields in the nominal case, i.e., when there is no

external disturbance and complete state information is available. In Section III, we present the robust observer-based

control design. We first design a finite-time observer to reconstruct the state when only partial states are observed. Then

we design the robust controller using the estimated states, and prove safety and convergence of the system. In Section

IV, we treat the case of dynamic obstacles. using the controller from Section III, we design a safe protocol that assures

collision avoidance with dynamic obstacles. In Section V, we present the simulation results and in Section VI, we

discuss the performance of the designed protocol. Conclusions are summarized in Section VII.

II. Modeling and Problem Statement
Consider N identical agents i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, that are assigned to move to goal locations of position coordinates

rgi =

[
xgi ygi

]T
while avoiding collisions, i.e., for all agents i , j, ‖ri(t) − r j(t)‖ ≥ dm for all t ≥ 0, where dm is a

user-defined safety distance. Each agent i is assumed to be a multi-rotor aircraft whose equations of motion for 2-D

planar motion are approximated via double integrator dynamics. In this paper, we restrict the motion of the agents to 2-D

(or planar) motion. One of the main reasons for this constraint is that we are considering the problem of safe trajectory

generation of multi-rotor aircraft flying in a low-altitude urban airfield with restrictions on the airspace available for

such operations, particularly in terms of altitude restrictions. With the anticipated increase in the number of vehicles in

the airspace, it might be desired to have altitude bands designated to different classes of UAVs depending upon their

capabilities. Thus, it is of interest to design safe trajectories of the aircraft with fixed altitude constraints. Hence, we use

the following dynamics to model the motion of the agents:

Ûri(t) = ui(t) + w(ri(t), t), (1a)

Ûui(t) = ai(t), (1b)

yi(t) = ri(t), (1c)
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where ri(t) =
[
xi(t) yi(t)

]T
is the position vector of agent i, yi(t) is the output map of the system consisting of the

position of agent i, ui(t) =
[
uix(t) uiy(t)

]T
is the velocity vector comprising the linear velocities of the agent i and

ai(t) =
[
aix(t) aiy(t)

]T
is the acceleration input to agent i. The term w(ri, t) : R2 × R+ → R

2 is the unknown wind

disturbance, which can vary in space and time. As can be seen from (1), the disturbance w(ri, t) is unmatched. We

make the following assumption about the disturbance w(r, t).

Assumption 1. The norm of the wind disturbance is bounded as

‖w(r, t) − wav ‖ ≤ δw ∀(r, t) ∈ D ⊆ R2 × R+ (2)

where wav =

∫
D
w(r ,t)ds∫
D
ds

is the average or mean value of the disturbance with ‖wav ‖ < ∞ and δw < ∞ is the maximum

deviation of the disturbance from the mean value. Furthermore, the parameters wav and δw are known.

Remark 1. We only assume that the disturbance is bounded with known bound and known mean value. Our assumptions

on the unmatched disturbance w(r, t) are much less conservative as compared to the following literature: (i) in [39], the

authors assume that the dynamics of the disturbance are known; (ii) in [40], the authors assume that the disturbance is

an element of L∞; (iii) in [41], the authors assumed that the disturbance satisfies a stronger regularity assumption, i.e.,

it should be at least twice differentiable for double-integrator systems.

Each agent i has a circular sensing region Ci of radius Rc centered at ri =
[
xi yi

]T
, denoted as Ci : {r ∈

R2 | ‖ri − r ‖ ≤ Rc}.We denote byNi = { j | r j ∈ Ci} the set of agents that are in the sensing region of agent i, and call

them neighbors of agent i. Agent i can sense the position and velocity of any neighbor j ∈ Ni . To this end, we make the

following assumption on the sensing error for each agent i.

Assumption 2. Agent i can sense the position (denoted as r ijs) and velocity (denoted as u
i
js) of any agent j ∈ Ni within

a bounded error εs , i.e., ‖r j(t) − r ijs(t)‖ ≤ εs and ‖u j(t) − ui
js(t)‖ ≤ εs .

Also, we make the following assumption on the initial and goal location of the agents and the sensing radius Rc to

ensure safety and convergence.

Assumption 3. For each pair (i, j) such that i , j, ‖ri(0)− r j(0)‖ > ds and ‖rgi − rgj ‖ ≥ 2Rc , where ds is the modified

safety distance as defined in Theorem 5. Furthermore, the sensing radius satisfies Rc > 2ds .

For each agent i, we design a vector-field-based feedback controller. First, we design a vector field that can steer the

agents towards their goal locations while maintaining safe inter-agent distances. Then, we design a feedback law to

follow this vector field, as per our prior work in [30]. For the sake of brevity, the explicit dependence on time is dropped

in the following sections.
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A. Vector Field Design

We seek two categories of vector fields to achieve our objectives.

Attractive vector field: We use a radially attractive vector field that navigates agent i towards its goal location rgi ,

given as:

Fgi = −
(ri − rgi)

‖ri − rgi ‖
. (3)

Vector field (3) is globally attractive, which ensures that whenever agent i is conflict-free, i.e., Ni = ∅, it moves towards

its goal location. Note that at ri = rgi , the vector field Fgi is defined to be 0, so that it is defined everywhere on R2.

Repulsive vector field: In order to maintain a safe distance from agent j ∈ Ni , agent i operates under a

radially-repulsive field Fi j given by:

Fi j =
ri − r j

‖ri − r j ‖
. (4)

This is a radially repulsive field, which makes agent i move away from any agent j ∈ Ni .

B. Blending attractive and repulsive vector fields

Let di j = ‖ri − r j ‖ be the inter-agent distance between agent i and j. Since we assume limited sensing radius Rc

for agent i and we require agent i to maintain dm as the minimum separation from all the other agents, we design the

following bump-function σi j(·) : R+ → [0,1] to blend the attractive and repulsive fields [30]:

σi j(di j) =



1, dm ≤ di j < dr ;

a di j3 + b di j2 + c di j + d, dr ≤ di j ≤ Rc;

0, di j > Rc;

(5)

where dr is a positive constant such that dm < dr < Rc . The coefficients a, b, c, d have been computed as: a = − 2
(dr−Rc )

3 ,

b = 3(dr+Rc )

(dr−Rc )
3 , c = − 6 drRc

(dr−Rc )
3 and d = Rc

2(3dr−Rc )

(dr−Rc )
3 , so that the bump function σi j given as per (5) is a C1 function.

One may now define the vector field for each agent i as:

Fi =
∑
j∈Ni

σi jFi j +
∏
j

(1 − σi j)Fgi . (6)

The blending of the vector fields according to (6) means that whenever agent i is far away from all the other agents, i.e.,

di j > Rc for all j, then only the globally attractive vector field is active, whereas if there are other agents in its vicinity,

the net vector field is a weighted average of the attractive field Fgi and the repulsive field Fi j , and, in the case when
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there is an agent j very close to the agent i, i.e., di j < dr , then only the repulsive vector field Fi j is active.

The controller objective is to design a controller ai for each agent i, so that the motion of each agent i is along the

vector field Fi . We design the desired velocity uid to be tracked with its direction ∠uid along (6) and we design its

magnitude ‖uid ‖ so that the safety is ensured at all times. The desired direction of motion of agent i is set to be:

γi =


tan−1

(
Fiy

Fix

)
, ‖Fi ‖ > 0;

tan−1
(

xi−xgi
−(yi−ygi )

)
, ‖Fi ‖ = 0.

(7)

Note that tan−1
(

xi−xgi
−(yi−ygi )

)
is the orientation of the vector perpendicular to the vector ri − rgi pointing to its right.

We define this desired direction for the case when ‖Fi ‖ = 0 so that there is no deadlock, as showed in the following

lemma. Let γ0
i , tan−1

(
xi−xgi
−(yi−ygi )

)
.

Lemma 1. There is no deadlock, i.e., the agents would not get stuck, at any location other than their goal location rgi

for all times, if the direction of the motion of each agent i is along γi given by (7).

Proof. See Appendix A. �

We next design a desired velocity command with magnitude uid and direction uidn =

[
cos γi sin γi

]T
for each

agent i, which tracks the vector field (6), so that the trajectories of the agent i are collision-free and reach the goal

location rgi . We then consider the error between the actual velocity ui and the desired linear velocity uid of agent i, and

design an acceleration controller ai that drives this error to zero in finite-time. We ensure that the safety is maintained

by enlarging the safety distance dm by the maximum transient error induced by the velocity error ui − uid .

C. State Feedback Design

In order to design the desired velocity command uid that generates collision-free position trajectories for the

kinematic subsystem (1a) of each agent i, we build upon the control design in [9]. In our prior work [58], the desired

velocity vector is defined as uid = uiduidn where uidn =
[
cos γi sin γi

]T
and uid of agent i is set as:

uid =


1
µ log ©«

( ∑
j∈Ni |Ji<0

e−µ ui | j

)−1

+ 1ª®¬ , dm ≤ di j ≤ Rc;

uic, di j > Rc;

(8)

where ui | j denotes the velocity adjustment mechanism of agent i with respect to (w.r.t.) agent j, defined as:

ui | j = uic
di j − dm
Rc − dm

+ εiuis | j
Rc − di j
Rc − dm

, (9)
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with the terms in (9) defined as:

uic(ri) =


ki1 tanh

(ri − rgi
) , ‖ri − rgi ‖ > R1;

ki2‖ri − rgi ‖
αr , ‖ri − rgi ‖ ≤ R1;

, (10a)

uis | j = u jd

r ji
T u jdn

r jiT uidn
, Ji = r ji

T uidn (10b)

where 0 < αr , εi < 1, r ji , ri − r j , and µ � 1 is a large positive number. Note that the term uic given in (10a) is

defined differently from [30, 58], so that we can guarantee finite-time convergence unlike the prior work where only

asymptotic convergence was guaranteed. Gains ki1, ki2 and parameter R1 are chosen such that uic is continuously

differentiable for all ri . Hence, enforcing continuity of uic and its derivative when ‖ri − rgi ‖ = R1, we have:

ki1 tanh R1 = ki2Rαr1 and ki1(1 − tanh2 R1) = αr ki2Rαr−1
1 . (11)

From the above equations, we obtain R1 as the solution of

(1 − tanh2 R1) = αr
tanh(R1)

R1
. (12)

The above expression has a unique positive solution R1 for any 0 < αr < 1. For a given positive gain ki1 > 0, ki2 is

given as ki2 = ki1
tanh R1
Rαr

1
. The term ‖ri − rgi ‖

αr ensures finite-time convergence (Theorem 6). We use (10a) so that the

magnitude of the desired speed uic is bounded for all ri .

Remark 2. The expression given in (8) is a smooth approximation of the following function

max
{
0, min

k∈Ni |Jk<0
ui |k

}
.

We first approximate the min function by g(a) = − 1
µ log(

∑
i

e−µai ) with µ � 1 where a =
[
a1 a2 · · · al

]
. Using the

smooth approximation for max function h(b) = 1
µ log(

∑
i

eµbi ) for b =
[
g(a) 0

]
, we have that h(b) = 1

µ log(eµg(a) + 1).

Using the fact that eµg(a) = e
− log(

∑
i
e−µai )

= (
∑
i

e−µai )−1, we obtain the expression as in (8).

Remark 3. Note that the desired velocity in (8) assumes that agent i has perfect knowledge of its neighbour j’s position

and velocity. We relax this assumption in the robust control design (Section III). Also, we do not use the protocol

defined in (8) directly, but we built upon it for the case of robust controller design. We include equation (8) here, taken

directly from [30], for the sake of completeness.
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With this desired velocity in hand, the acceleration command is chosen to be

ai = Ûuid − λi(ui − uid)‖ui − uid ‖
α−1, (13)

where λi > 0, 0 < α < 1 so that the velocity error ui − uid converges to 0 in finite time ∗. Since in this paper, we

assume that only the position of agent i is measured, we first design a state-estimator in order to be able to implement

full-state feedback. Then, we re-design the desired velocity command (denoted as ûid) for the estimator dynamics so

that it is robust w.r.t. to the state-disturbance w(r, t) and sensing uncertainties.

III. Robust Control Design

A. Overview of finite-time stability

We first define the notion of finite-time stability and present some related results.

Definition 1. [46] The origin of the system Ûx(t) = f (x(t)) is called an FTS equilibrium (or, simply, FTS) if, in some

domain D ⊆ Rn containing the origin, it is stable in the sense of Lyapunov; and it is finite-time converging, i.e., there

exists a finite-time T such that limt→T x(t) = 0. Furthermore, if these conditions hold globally, i.e., D = Rn, then the

origin is called globally FTS equilibrium (or, simply, GFTS).

Theorem 1. [46] The origin of the system Ûx(t) = f (x(t)) is FTS if there exists a positive definite functionV(x) : D → R

such that ÛV(x)+ cV(x)α ≤ 0 along the system trajectories for some c > 0, 0 < α < 1 for all x ∈ V \ {0}, whereV ⊆ D

is an open neighbourhood of the origin. If D = Rn, V is proper and ÛV takes negative values for all x ∈ Rn \ {0}, then

the origin is GFTS.

Definition 2. [47] A function f : Rn → Rn is called a homogeneous function with degree d w.r.t. a dilation function

∆ε (x) = (ε
r1 x1, ε

r2 x2, . . . , ε
rn xn), where ri > 0 and x =

[
x1 x2 . . . xn

]T
, if for each i, fi(εr1 x1, ε

r2 x2, . . . , ε
rn xn) =

εd+ri fi(x1, x2, . . . , xn) for any ε > 0.

Theorem 2. [47] Suppose the vector field f is homogeneous with degree d. Then, the origin of the system Ûx(t) = f (x(t))

is FTS if and only if it is asymptotically stable and d < 0.

Theorem 3. [59] The origin of the system Ûx(t) = −kx‖x‖α−1 is GFTS for any k > 0 and 0 < α < 1.
∗This can be verified using x = ui − uid in Theorem 3.
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B. Finite-time Stable State-estimator

The feedback control law (13) requires full-state information. Since only partial state is available via the system

output, we make use of an FTS state-estimator inspired from [60], given by:

Û̂r i = ûi + ki3(yi − ŷi)‖yi − ŷi ‖
α1−1 + wav (14a)

Û̂ui = ai + ki4(yi − ŷi)‖yi − ŷi ‖
α2−1, (14b)

where ŷi = r̂i is the estimated output, 0 < α1, α2 < 1, and ki3, ki4 > 0. Define the error terms rie , ri − r̂i = yi − ŷi

and uie , ui − ûi , so that from (1) and (14), we obtain:

Ûrie = uie − ki3rie‖rie‖α1−1 + w(ri, t) − wav (15a)

Ûuie = −ki4rie‖rie‖α2−1. (15b)

In order to show the finite time convergence of the estimation error, we first need the following results:

Lemma 2. If w(ri, t) = 0 , the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the system (15).

Proof. Note that w(ri, t) = 0 implies that there is no external disturbance and the system (15) is autonomous. Choose

the candidate Lyapunov function

V(rie, uie) =
ki4

1 + α2
‖rie‖

1+α2 +
1
2
‖uie‖

2.

Taking its time derivative along the trajectories of (15), we obtain:

ÛV(rie, uie) = ki4‖rie‖α2−1rTie(uie − ki3rie‖rie‖α1−1) + uTie(−ki4rie‖rie‖α2−1) = −ki3ki4‖rie‖α1+α2 ≤ 0.

Now, since α1 + α2 > 0, ÛV(rie, uie) = 0 at rie ≡ 0 for any uie. Using LaSalle’s invariance principle, we have that

the origin is the only point where the trajectories of the system (15) can identically stay. Hence, the origin is an

asymptotically stable equilibrium of the system (15) when w(ri, t) = 0. �

Lemma 3. For w(ri, t) = 0 and α1 = α, α2 = 2α − 1, where 1
2 < α < 1, the error dynamics (15) is homogeneous with

degree of homogeneity d = α − 1 < 0.

Proof. Let r1 = 1 and r2 = α, with 1
2 < α < 1. With these parameters, define the dilation function ∆ε (r, u) = (ε r, εαu).

Define the right hand side of (15) as f err (rie, uie) =

[
f err1 (rie, uie) f err2 (rie, uie)

]T
. Now, for w(ri, t) = 0, define
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d , α − 1 so that for any ε > 0 we obtain:

f err1 (εr1 rie, ε
r2uie) = ε

r2ue − ki3εr1α1 rie‖rie‖
α1−1 = εα(ue − ki3rie‖rie‖α1−1) = εd+r1 f err1 (εr1 rie, ε

r2uie),

f err2 (εr1 rie, ε
r2uie) = −ki4εr1α2re‖rie‖α2−1 = ε2α−1(−ki4εr1α2re‖rie‖α2−1) = εd+r2 f err2 (εr1 rie, ε

r2uie).

Thus, from Definition 2, the error dynamics is homogeneous with degree d = α − 1 < 0. �

From [47, Theorem 7.1], we have that the origin is a finite-time stable equilibrium for (15) if w(ri, t) = 0, i.e. in the

absence of the disturbance. Now, we show that in the presence of the disturbance w(ri, t), the estimation error remains

bounded:

Theorem 4. With α1, α2 as per Lemma 3, the norm of the state estimation error is bounded as

 [
rie(t)T uie(t)T

]T  ≤ δie(t)
for all t ≥ 0, where δie(t) is defined as

δie(t) =


‖uie(0)‖, 0 ≤ t ≤ Tobs

i ;

liδ
ci
w , t > Tobs

i ;
(16)

where li = (2(1 − β))
1−β
β ‖uie(0)‖ > 0, ci =

1−β
β > 1,0 < β < 1

2 , and 0 ≤ Tobs
i < ∞ is a finite constant.

Proof. See Appendix B. �

Remark 4. The reason for using a finite-time state-estimator instead of a Luenberger observer is that, as shown in

[46], the bound on state (in our case, state-estimation error) δie in Theorem 4 is of higher order than the bound on the

disturbance δw (ci > 1), leading to improved rejection of low-level persistent disturbances.

Next we design a robust controller using the estimated states r̂i, ûi .

C. Observer-based Robust Controller

We first re-design the desired velocity using the estimated states as follows:

ûid = ûid ûidn − ki3rie‖rie‖α1−1 − wav, (17a)

ûidn =

[
cos γ̂i sin γ̂i

]T
, (17b)
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where γ̂i , γi(r̂i). Note that in the absence of actual state measurements, the vector field Fi, γ̂i and the bump function

σ = σ(d̂i j), where d̂i j is given by (21), are functions of the estimated/sensed positions. Define the set Ii as

Ii = { j ∈ Ni | Ĵi < 0, ds ≤ d̂i j ≤ Rc}, (18)

as the set of agents who are in the sensing range of agent i such that the agent i is moving towards them, i.e.,

Ĵi , r̂Tji ûidn < 0. The new desired speed ûid for agent i is set as:

ûid =



1
µ log ©«

( ∑
j∈Ni |d̂i j ≤ds

e−µ ûis | j

)−1

+ 1ª®¬ , Ii = ∅ & d̂i j ≤ ds;

uic, Ii = ∅ & d̂i j > ds;

1
µ log

(( ∑
j∈Ii

e−µ ûi | j

)−1
+ 1

)
, Ii , ∅;

(19)

where ûi | j is defined as:

ûi | j = uic
d̂i j − ds
Rc − ds

+ ûis | j
Rc − d̂i j
Rc − ds

, (20)

where ds is defined as per Theorem 5, uic = uic(r̂i) is as per (10a) and rest of the terms in (20) are given as:

ûis | j = εi
r̂Tjiu

i
js

r̂Tji ûidn
+ (1 − εi)

ueds
r̂Tji ûidn

, 0 < εi < 1, Ĵj = r̂Tji ûidn, r̂ ji = r̂i − r ijs, d̂i j = ‖ r̂ ji ‖, (21)

where ui
js and r ijs are the position and velocity of agent j ∈ Ni as sensed by agent i and ue is defined later as per (35).

Consider the dynamics (14) with an objective of tracking the velocity command ûid given as per (17). We design the

acceleration controller as follows:

ai = Û̂uid − λiuide‖uide‖
β2−1 − ki4rie‖rie‖α2−1, (22a)

uide = ûi − ûid, (22b)

where λi > 0, 0 < β2 < 1 and uide is the velocity error between the desired velocity ûid and the velocity of the observer

ûi . In the next subsections, we show that the system (1) converges to a small neighborhood of the desired goal location

rgi , while maintaining safety.
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D. Safety Analysis

First we define the estimation error parameter δe as

δe , max
i,t

δie(t) = max
i
{uie(0), liδciw }, (23)

so that ‖ri(t) − r̂i(t)‖ ≤ δe and ‖ui(t) − ûi(t)‖ ≤ δe for all agents i and for all time t ≥ 0.

Theorem 5. Assume N agents i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N} are moving under the effect of acceleration controller (22). If the safe

separation of each agent i is taken as ds = dm + re + δe + εs , with re being the maximum overshoot of the position error

in the transient period of the closed-loop system (14) given out of (40), and δe is defined as in (23), then the motion of

all agents is collision free, i.e. ‖ri(t) − r j(t)‖ ≥ dm for all i , j and for all t ≥ 0.

Proof. See Appendix C. �

E. Convergence Analysis

Now we show that under the effect of the designed control law (22), the closed-loop trajectories of agent i reach the

δie−neighbourhood around the goal location rgi in finite time. We need the following result before we proceed with the

main result.

Lemma 4. Consider the system Ûx(t) = −kx(t) tanh( ‖x(t) ‖)
‖x(t) ‖ for some k > 0. Assume that x(0) , 0. Then, for any ε > 0,

there exists a time Tε < ∞ such that ‖x(t)‖ ≤ ε for all t ≥ Tε .

Proof. See Appendix D. �

Now we are ready to state the main result for convergence.

Theorem 6. Under the effect of control law (22), the closed-loop trajectories of (1) for each agent i reach a δie-

neighbourhood around the goal location rgi in finite time, i.e., ∃ Ti < ∞, such that ‖ri(t) − rgi ‖ ≤ δie(t) for all time

t ≥ Ti .

Proof. See Appendix E. �

IV. Dynamic Obstacle Environment
Let us now consider the case when the agents, termed as class-A agents subsequently, have to navigate in an obstacle

environment. We consider M dynamic obstacles o ∈ NB = {N + 1, . . . ,N + M} that are moving with upper-bounded

linear velocity ‖uo‖ ≥ 0. These can model agents of higher priority, adversarial agents that are non-cooperative to the

motion of the class-A agents, or failed class-A agents whose motion is uncontrollable. In what follows, we refer to this

class of dynamic obstacles as class-B agents [30]. We need the following assumptions in order to guarantee safety of the

system in the presence of dynamic obstacles.
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Assumption 4. Class-B agents are assumed to have circular shape with same size. The velocity of the class-B agents

are bounded as ‖uo‖ ≤ uo with 0 ≤ uo < ∞.

Assumption 5. For any two class-B agents o1,o2, the inter-agent distance is ‖ro1 (t) − ro2 (t)‖ > 2ds for almost all

t ≥ 0, i.e., any two class-B agents are not very close to each other at all times. Furthermore, for all class-B agents o and

for all i ∈ {1, · · · ,N}, ‖ro(t) − rgi ‖ ≥ Rc + δe for almost all t ≥ 0, i.e. the dynamic obstacles do not remain very close

to the goal locations of the class-A agents at all times.

Remark 5. Assumption 5 is needed to guarantee that no class-A agent can become permanently occluded by a group of

class-B agents and that they are not in conflict with class-B agents at their goal locations. Note that this is a sufficient

condition to eliminate this situation. It might happen that even if the class-B agents are very close to each other, the

class-A agents are able to skip through and reach their goal location (see Section V for details).

Note that unlike [30], we do not consider any communication between agents. The class-A agents do not even need

to know whether their neighboring agents are class-A or class-B. We are now ready to propose the coordination protocol

for the multi-agent system in the presence of dynamic obstacles.

A. Safe Velocity Design

The desired linear velocity ûid of each agent i is defined as per (17) where the modified ûid is

ûid =



− 1
µ log

( ∑
j∈Ni |d̂i j ≤ds

e−µ û1
is | j

)
d̂i j ≤ ds,

− 1
µ log

( ∑
j∈Ni

e−µ û1
i | j

)
, ds ≤ d̂i j ≤ Rc ,

uic, d̂i j > Rc;

, (24)

where û1
i | j

is

û1
i | j = ûic

d̂i j − ds
Rc − ds

+ û1
is | j

Rc − d̂i j
Rc − ds

(25)

û1
is | j

is

û1
is | j =


(1 + εi)

r̂Tjiu
i
j s

r̂Tji ûidn
, Ĵj > 0,

εi
r̂Tjiu

i
j s

r̂Tji ûidn
, Ĵj ≤ 0;

, (26)

Ĵj = r̂Tji û
i
js , and rest of the terms such as εi, d̂i j are given as in (21).
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Remark 6. Note that the expression in (24) is different from (19) since, in the latter case, we restrict the desired ûid to

be always positive. In (24), we remove the (+1) term in the argument of logarithm, allowing ûid to take negative values

as well.

B. Safety Analysis in the presence of Dynamic Obstacles

With this definition of the desired velocity ûid with ûid given by (24), we can state the following result:

Theorem 7. Consider N class-A agents i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} assigned to move to goal locations rgi , and M class-B agents

o ∈ {N + 1, . . . ,N +M} serving as dynamic obstacles satisfying Assumption 4-5. Then, with ds given as per Theorem 5,

under the coordination protocol (22) with desired velocity defined as in (17) and ûid given as per (24), each class-A

agent maintains safe distance dm with other agents.

Proof. As per the analysis in the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that for any j ∈ Ni , d̂i j = ‖ r̂i − r̂ j ‖ ≥ ds =⇒

‖ri − r j ‖ ≥ dm. So, it is sufficient to prove that d̂i j ≥ ds for all time t and for all i , j, i in class A, or equivalently,

to prove that at d̂i j = ds, the time derivative Û̂di j ≥ 0. According to the control law (24), the agent i adjusts its linear

velocity ui so that it avoids colliding with the neighbor j ∈ Ni whose motion maximizes the rate of change of relative

distance di j . Consider that Ĵj = r̂Tji û
i
js > 0, i.e., the class-B agent o is moving towards the agent i. The time derivative

of the inter-agent distance, evaluated at d̂i j = ds , given by (33) under the closed-loop protocol (24) reads

Û̂di j =
ûid r̂Tji ûidn − r̂Tji û

i
js

d̂i j
=
(1 + εi)r̂Tjiu

i
js − r̂Tji û

i
js

d̂i j
=
εi r̂

T
jiu

i
os

d̂i j
≥ 0.

Similarly, when Ĵj = r̂Tji û
i
js ≤ 0, i.e. the agent j is moving away from the agent i, the time derivative of the inter-agent

distance at d̂i j = ds reads

Û̂di j =
ûid r̂Tji ûidn − r̂Tji û

i
js

d̂i j
=
εi r̂

T
jiu js − r̂Tji û

i
js

d̂i j
=
(εi − 1)r̂Tjiu

i
js

d̂i j
≥ 0.

Note that the last inequality is true since 0 < εi < 1. Hence, every agent i maintains safe distance from its class-B

neighbors. This shows that in all possible scenarios, each class-A agent maintains safe distance from all the other

agents. �

C. Convergence Analysis

Theorem 8. Under the effect of coordination protocol (22) with desired velocity ûid defined as in (17) and ûid given as

per (24), the closed-loop trajectories (1) of each class-A agent i reach a δie-neighborhood around the goal location rgi

in finite time, i.e., ∃ Ti < ∞, such that ‖ri(t) − rgi ‖ ≤ δie(t) for all time t ≥ Ti .

Proof. According to the Assumption 5, there are no two class-B agents whose distance is less than 2ds for all times,
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which implies that there will always be space between the two obstacles from where the class-A agent can pass through.

The rest of the proof directly follows from Theorem 6. Also, since the class-B agents are not always near the goal

locations rgi (Assumption 5), once the class-A agent i reaches its goal location, it can stay there. �

Remark 7. While as per Lemma 1, there would be no deadlocks in the motion of the agents, it is still possible that

there are livelocks. Livelock occurs when periodic motions are executed by the agents, that may be induced by periodic

motion of class-B agents or under certain control gains, direction of the wind, and the set of initial and goal locations

for the class-A agents. Excluding the livelocks is a rather difficult problem, is out of scope of the current work and is left

as a problem for future investigation.

Hence, we showed that in the presence of moving obstacles, or class-B agents, the class-A agents would be able to

reach very close to the desired goal location while maintaining safety. Next we present a few simulation results to show

the efficacy of the proposed control design.

V. Simulations

A. Simulation Parameters

We consider five scenarios: the first three scenarios involve N = 46 agents out of which 20 are class-B agents and 26

are class-A agents, the fourth scenario involves 3 class-A and 3 class-B agents, and the fifth scenario includes N = 48

class-A agents that are assigned to move towards goal locations while avoiding collisions. In Figure 2, class-A agents

are colored blue and the class-B agents are colored red. The goal locations are selected sufficiently far apart so that the

agents’ sensing regions do not overlap when agents lie on their goal locations (i.e., ‖rgi − rgj ‖ > Rc for i , j). The

simulation parameters for all the five scenarios are listed below:

• dm = 4m, εs = 5, δe = 15 , ds = 29 m and Rc = 3.5ds. Define ∆e = maxi{liδciw }, so that from Theorem 8, we

have ‖rie‖ ≤ ∆e for all times t ≥ maxi Ti . In our case, ∆e = 0.8824 m.

• wav = [5.86,2.96]T m/sec and δw = 1.92 m/sec

• εi = 0.01, ki1 = 5, ki3 = 0.8538, ki4 = 0.3149, αr = 0.9,R1 = 0.4017m, α1 = 0.9 and α2 = 0.8.

Figure 1 shows the spatial variation of the wind speed used as the external disturbance in the simulations. The the

wind speed at each x − y location is plotted. The figure shows the variation of the wind speed in the x − y plane in the

domain [−100,100] × [−100,100]. We used the following formulation to scale up the domain of the disturbance:

w(x ± 200, y ± 200, t) = w(x, y, t) (27)
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Figure 1 The wind profile used as external disturbance.

We choose the goal locations such that they form the characters UM for the aesthetic appeal of the simulations.

In Figure 2, the initial positions of the agents are marked by diamonds: blue diamonds are the initial positions of

class-A agents and red diamonds are those of class-B agents. In the first scenario, class-B agents are moving outwards

and class-A agents are moving inwards. The black ellipse is used to denote the agents that are moving in the same

direction with arrows representing their direction of motion. In Scenario 2, the class-B agents (red-diamonds) starts in

V-formation as represented by the black-lines.
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Figure 2 Initial configuration of Scenario 1 and 2.

We present five simulation scenarios. The simulation videos for all the five scenarios can be found at the link

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hu2beebxybqo20y/AIAA_JGCD_Sim.avi?dl=0. In the first two scenarios, the

class-B agents are such that the Assumption 5 is satisfied while in scenario 3, the motion of class-B agents is chosen

such that Assumption 5 is not satisfied. In brief:

• In first scenario, the class-B agents start in-between the class-A agents and move outwards, while class-A agents

move inwards. The set of initial locations, target locations and initial directions of movement in given in the Figure

2. This scenario shows how effectively class-A agents can avoid collisions with class-B agents. Furthermore, we

assume that the wind disturbance in this case varies only with r and is constant in t, i.e. w = w(r).
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• In second scenario, the class-B agents come as a swarm in the V-formation towards the class-A agents. This

scenario shows how class-A agents can avoid collisions with other class-A agents and class-B agents all together.

In this case, we allow the wind disturbance to vary both in space and time, i.e. w = w(r, t). We discuss the

difference in the results in the first two scenarios arising because of the difference in assumptions on the wind

disturbance.

• In third scenario, Assumption 5 is allowed to be violated, i.e. the class-B agents move very closely to each other.

In this case, as can be seen in Figure 8, we observe that the class-A agent become occluded by the formation

of class-B agents and do not reach their desired locations. But, after some time, it is observed that some of the

class-A agents manage to escape through; see Figure 10 and Section VI. In the forth scenario with 3 class-A and 3

class-B agents, we allow Assumption 5 to violate; see Figure 11.

• In the fifth scenario, we consider 48 class-A agents with initial and goal locations chosen on two concentric

circles. Figure 12 shows the initial configuration of the agents and their desired goal locations, while Figure 13

and 14 show the simulation snapshots at various time instants.

Figures 3, 5 and 15 show the performance of the presented protocol both in terms of safety and convergence. In all

the figures, it can be seen that class-A agents are able to maintain the safe distance dm with all the other agents (both

class-A and class-B agents). Also, it can be seen that the class-A agents reach to a much smaller neighborhood of their

desired goal locations (i.e. their final distance from their goal location ‖ri − rgi ‖) than the theoretical (conservative)

bound given as per Theorem 8.
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Figure 3 Scenario 1: (Safety) Minimum inter-agent distance and (Convergence) Final distance from the goal.

Note that for the observer dynamics (15), the equilibrium point is r∗ie(t) = 0 and u∗ie(t) = −(w(ri, t) − wav). Since

this equilibrium point varies both in space and time and we do not assume anything about the time derivative of the

disturbance w(ri, t), we cannot prove that the system (15) would actually stay at this time varying equilibrium. As can

be seen in the Figures 4, the error ‖rie‖ is close to 0 while ‖uie(t)‖ is close to ‖w(rgi, t) − wav ‖ under the assumption
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Figure 4 Scenario 1: Final position error ‖rie‖, velocity estimation error ‖uie‖ and ‖w(rgi, t) − wav ‖

that w(ri, t) does not vary with time. In the case when the wind is indeed a function of time, we can see from Figure 6

that while the final estimation error is still very small, the velocity error does not converge to the actual wind error.
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Figure 5 Scenario 2: (Safety) Minimum inter-agent distance and (Convergence) Final distance from the goal.
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Figure 6 Scenario 2: Final position error ‖rie‖, velocity estimation error ‖uie‖ and the error term ‖w(rgi, t) −
wav ‖

Figure 7 shows the norm of the accelerations and the velocities of one of the class-A agents. Once the class-A agent
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reaches its goal location, its velocity becomes constant, equal and opposite of the wind disturbance at the location and

the acceleration becomes zero. The commanded acceleration and the velocity are noisy because of the disturbance w

and the sensing uncertainties.
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Figure 7 Magnitude of velocity and acceleration of a class-A agent.

In Figures 10-12 and Figures 14-16, the trails show the path traced by the agents in the last 60 seconds. The class-A

agents are colored blue while the class-B agents are colored red. Figure 8 and 9 show the snapshots of the simulation

when a few of the class-A agents get trapped in between the formation of class-B agents. Figure 10 shows how one of

the class-A agents manages to escape from the formation and moves towards its goal location. This shows that even

if Assumption 5 is violated, the class-A agents can still resolve the conflicts with class-B agents and reach their goal

locations. To see the resulting motion of the class-A agents, the reader is requested to see the video at the link provided

in the beginning of the Section V. For the sake of demonstration, we present a smaller simulation scenario with 3 class-A

and 3 class-B agents in Figure 11 for the case when Assumption 5 is violated. The traces show the paths of the agents

for last 150 seconds. We can see that the class-B agents are able to trap the class-A agents.

Figure 8 Scenario 3: violation of Assumption 5. Dynamic obstacles come in a V-formation: snapshots at T = 0
and T = 280 sec. The trails show the paths of the agents for last 60 sec.

In the last scenario, we simulated 48 class-A agents, and chose the initial and final locations symmetrically around
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Figure 9 Scenario 3: herding of class-A agents. The class-A agents have become occluded and herded by the
formation of class-B agents: snapshots at T = 420 and T = 700 sec.

Figure 10 Scenario-3: After some time, one of the class-A agents is able to escape the occlusion caused by the
motion of class-B agents: snapshots at T = 1120 and T = 1260 sec.

concentric circles such that all the agents meet in the center. Figure 12 shows the initial and the goal locations, and the

snapshots at different time instants of the agents in Scenario 5. Figure 13 and 14 show the snapshots of the simulation of

Scenario 5 at various time instants while Figure 15 shows the minimum inter-agent distance and their final distance from

their respective goal locations. It is clear that the agents are able to resolve all the conflicts and reach their goal locations

in finite time.

VI. Discussions
As demonstrated via various simulation scenarios, our proposed protocol can de-conflict large number of agents

while maintaining safety and guaranteed convergence to the neighborhood of the desired goal location in the presence of

unknown state-disturbances. The main strength of the proposed approach is the scalability with the number of agents

and ability to counteract a class of state-disturbance and sensing uncertainties. One of the main drawbacks of the

presented work is the assumption on the motion of the dynamic obstacles. It is important to note that Assumption 5 is

a sufficient condition to avoid the herding of the class-A agents by a formation of class-B agents. Furthermore, it is
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Figure 11 3 agents Scenario: Herding of class-A agents. The class-A agents have become occluded and herded
by the formation of class-B agents: snapshots at T = 0,200,400,600 sec. Trails show the paths traced by agents
in last 150 seconds.

Figure 12 Scenario-5: Initial and goal locations of the 48 agents: snapshots at T = 0 and T = 120 sec.
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Figure 13 Scenario-5: All class-A agents come very close to each other: snapshots at T = 240 and T = 480 sec.

Figure 14 Scenario-5: Agents are able to resolve conflicts and reach their goal locations: snapshots at T = 600
and T = 720 sec.

required that the class-B agents do not hover around the goal location of the class-A agents so that there is no conflict

once the class-A agents reach their respective goal locations. As demonstrated in Scenario 3, even if this condition

fails to hold, the class-A agents can still reach their goal locations. This outcome is due to the fact that the external

disturbance w and the sensing uncertainty in the positions of the neighboring agents can result into a vector field taking

the class-A agents through the narrow gap between the class-B agents while maintaining safety.

One of the directions for the future work is identification of the non-cooperative neighbors. Once a class-A agent
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Figure 15 Scenario-4: (Safety) Minimum inter-agent distance and (Convergence) Final distance from the goal.

identifies a dynamic obstacle, it can use the knowledge of the upper bound on the velocity of the obstacle to avoid the

herding.

VII. Conclusion
We present a robust distributed estimation and control scheme to generate collision-free trajectories for multiple

agents in the presence of dynamic obstacles, and unmatched state disturbances standing for wind effects. We prove that

under the adopted disturbance (dynamic obstacle and wind) modeling and assumptions, the safety and convergence

of the system can be guaranteed. We design a finite-time observer and a finite-time feedback controller, and prove

that the closed-trajectories of the each agent converge to a δ-neighborhood of their respective goal locations in a finite

time, where δ depends upon the external disturbances acting on the system. Our proposed method, being completely

distributed with analytical expressions for the observer and control laws, is scalable with the number of agents. We

present the efficacy of the control design via various simulation scenarios. Future work includes investigating methods

for identification of non-cooperative agents and consideration of more general class of obstacles, e.g. walls, buildings,

for applications in urban environment.

Appendix

A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if displaced along γi when Fi = 0, the resulting field at the displaced location drives

the agent away from the point of deadlock. More specifically, if ri is the position of the agent i such that Fi(ri) = 0,

then after displacement δri along the direction γi , we need Fi(ri + δri) , 0 and that ∠Fi(ri + δri) = γi , which results

in agent i moving away from ri .

Let us consider a scenario with K agents, where 2 ≤ K ≤ N , such that for each agent i among these K agents,

located at ri , the resulting vector fields Fi(ri) = 0; an example is shown in Figure 16. We can assume that for all j ∈ Ni
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Figure 16 A scenario with 6 agents located such that their resultant vector fields are 0. Blue arrows represent
the vectors r j − ri for each j ∈ Ni and red arror represents the vector rgi − ri .

we have Fj = 0. If this is not true for some j, then this agent would have a non-zero vector field along which it moves

with a non-zero speed and, hence, it would either go out of the sensing region of the agent i in a finite time, or would

reach a location r j such that Fj(r j) = 0.

We denote the effect of the rest of the K − 1 agents on the agent i as a cumulative repulsive field Frep, so that we

have:

Fi = Frep +
∏
j

(1 − σi j)Fgi = 0. (28)

Let σ̄ =
∏
j
(1 − σi j). As per the Figure 16, there is at least one agent i such that (rgi − ri)

T (r j − ri) ≥ 0 for all j ∈ Ni

and at least one l ∈ Ni such that (rgi − ri)
T (rl − ri) > 0 . This implies that FT

giFil < 0 for at least one l ∈ Ni (or,

equivalently, FT
giFrep < 0), since Fil acts along −(rl − ri). Using this, from (28), we have:

FT
giFi = FT

giFrep + σ̄‖Fgi ‖
2 = 0. (29)

Since FT
giFrep < 0, for (29) to hold, we need σ̄ > 0. Define an auxiliary agent o located at a location ro to model

the effect of the accumulated repulsive forces on the agent i. Let the repulsive field of agent o on agent i be given by

Fio =
Frep

σ̄ and ro is such that it satisfies ri−ro
‖ri−ro ‖

=
Frep

σ̄ , so that we have:

Fi(ri) = Fio + Fgi = 0. (30)

The equation (30) depicts a two-agent scenario consisting of agents i and o, such that Fl(rl) = 0 for l ∈ {i,o} (see
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Figure 17 Motion of the agents along γ0
i : Gray, dotted arrows show the line joining an agent and its goal

location and green arrows show the instantaneous direction of motion of the agents along their respective γ0
i .

The agent shown in orange is the virtual agent o located at ro, with its resultant direction of motion given by the
orange arrow.

Figure 17). Since the direction of the motion of the agent i along γ0
i is perpendicular to the vector ri − rgi , denote it by

the unit vector (ri − rgi)
⊥. Hence, the displacement vector for agent i at the location ri is given by δri = δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥,

where δ0 > 0 denotes the infinitesimal length. Note that the resultant motion of the auxiliary agent o may or may not be

perpendicular to ri − rgi , since it would depend upon the locations of the rest of the K − 1 agents. Denote by δro the

displacement of the auxiliary agent o, so that it satisfies:

δro = −δ1(ri − rgi)
⊥ + δ2(ri − rgi)

‖, (31)

where (ri − rgi)
‖ denotes a unit vector along (ri − rgi), δ1 > 0 and δ2 can be either positive or negative, because the

motion of the agent o would be in the opposite direction as agent i along the vector (ri − rgi)
⊥, but can be in the either

directions along the vector (ri − rgi)‖ . Using this, we can express the vector field Fi after this infinitesimal displacement
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as:

Fi(ri + δri, ro + δro) = Fio(ri + δri, ro + δro) + Fgi(ri + δri)

=
(
Fio(ri, ro) +

∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ri
δri +

∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ro
δro

)
+

(
Fgi(ri) +

∂Fgi(ri)

∂ri
δri

)
(30)
=

( ∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ri
δri +

∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ro
δro

)
+

( ∂Fgi(ri)

∂ri
δri

)
(31)
=

( ∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ri
δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥ +
∂Fio(ri, ro)

∂ro
(−δ1(ri − rgi)

⊥ + δ2(ri − rgi)
‖)

)
+

( ∂Fgi(ri)

∂ri
δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥
)

(3),(4)
=

( Id2
io − roi r

T
oi

d3
io

δ0(ri − rgi)
⊥ −

Id2
io − roi r

T
oi

d3
io

(−δ1(ri − rgi)
⊥ + δ2(ri − rgi)

‖)

)
+

(−Id2
gi + (ri − rgi)(ri − rgi)

T

d3
gi

δ0(ri − rgi)
⊥
)
,

where dgi = ‖ri − rgi ‖, roi = ri − ro and I ∈ R2×2 is the identity matrix. Note that roi is also along (ri − rgi)
‖ and

hence, it is perpendicular to (ri − rgi)
⊥. Using this, we obtain:

Fi(ri + δri, ro + δro) =
( δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥

dio
+
δ1(ri − rgi)

⊥

dio
−

Id2
io − roi r

T
oi

d3
io

(δ2(ri − rgi)
‖)

)
+
−δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥

dgi

=
( δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥

dio
+
δ1(ri − rgi)

⊥

dio
−
δ0(ri − rgi)

⊥

dgi
−

Id2
io − roi r

T
oi

d3
io

(δ2(ri − rgi)
‖)

)
.

Also note that (Id2
io − roi r

T
oi)δ2(ri − rgi)

‖ = δ2d2
io(ri − rgi)

‖ − δ2roi r
T
oi(ri − rgi)

‖ = 0 for all roi . Hence, for

Fi(ri + δri, ro + δro) = 0 to hold, we need:

δ0 + δ1
dio

=
δ0
dgi

.

Hence, it is needed that:

dgi =
δ0

δ0 + δ1
dio < dio .

Since the agent o is in the sensing radius of the agent i, we obtain that dgi < dio < Rc . Using the same set of arguments

as above for some other agent j from the rest of the K − 1 agents, we can obtain dgj < djo′ < Rc , where o′ is the

auxiliary agent corresponding to agent j. Since the repulsive forces for the agents i and j cancel out the attractive fields

towards their respective goal location, we obtain that their goal locations rgi and rgj are located towards their front,

using which we obtain ‖rgi − rgj ‖ ≤ Rc , which violates Assumption 3. Hence, if the goal locations are chosen as

per Assumption 3, the condition dgi =
δ0

δ0+δ1
dio would never hold, and hence, we have that Fi(ri + δri, ro + δro) , 0.
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Furthermore, we note that from Assumption 3, there is at least one agent i out of the K agents such that dgi > di j ,

which implies that Fi(ri + δri, ro + δro) is along (ri − rgi)
⊥, making agent i move away from the position ri for which

Fi(ri) = 0, which completes the proof. �

B. Proof of Theorem 4

Proof. Define z(t) =
[
rie(t)T uie(t)T

]T
. First, note that the nominal error dynamics, i.e. when the disturbance

w(ri, t) = 0, the origin is finite-time stable for the system (15). Using [47, Theorems 4.1, 6.2], we have that

there exists a function T(rie, uie) that is continuous at origin. Now, using this function as the settling time, from

[46, Theorem 4.3], we have that there exists a continuous Lyapunov function V(rie, uie) satisfying the condition

ÛV(rie, uie) + c(V(rie, uie))β ≤ 0, for some c > 0 and 0 < β < 1 (namely, V(rie, uie) = (T(rie, uie))
1

1−β ). Let β satisfy

β ∈ (0, 1
2 ). Since ‖w(ri, t) − wav ‖ ≤ δw , using [46, Theorem 5.2 ], we obtain that with z(0) ∈ U, whereU is an open

neighbourhood of origin, z(t) ∈ U for all time t ≥ 0. DefineU = {z | ‖ z‖ ≤ ‖ z(0)‖} so that z(0) ∈ U. Since we can

choose r̂i(0) = ri(0), we have that ‖ z(t)‖ ≤ ‖ z(0)‖ = ‖uie(0)‖. From this, we have that ‖ z(t)‖ ≤ ‖uie(0)‖ for all time

t ≥ 0. Furthermore, again as per [46, Theorem 5.2 ], there exists a finite time Tobs
i such that for all t ≥ Tobs

i

‖ z(t)‖ ≤ liδciw , (32)

where li = ((2(1 − β))
1−β
β ‖uie(0)‖ > 0, ci =

1−β
β > 1. Hence, with choice of δie(t) as per (16), we obtain that

‖ z(t)‖ ≤ δie(t) for all t ≥ 0. �

C. Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Before we prove the safety, we note that the following inequality holds for all t ≥ 0 and for all i , j:

d̂i j = ‖ r̂i − r ijs ‖ ≤ ‖ r̂i − ri ‖ + ‖r
i
js − r j ‖ + ‖ri − r j ‖ ≤ δe + εs + ‖ri − r j ‖,

which means that if d̂i j = ‖ r̂i − r ijs ‖ ≥ dm + εs + δe, then di j = ‖ri − r j ‖ ≥ dm. Hence, we need to prove that

d̂i j ≥ dm + εs + δe holds for all time t ≥ 0. From Assumption 3, we have that the inter-agent distance di j(0) ≥ dm which

means that all the agents start from a safe distance. Let j be some agent in the sensing region of the agent i at some time

instant t ≥ 0, i.e., d̂i j(t) ≤ Rc . Denote the steady-state values of the r̂i and ûi as r̂ ssi and ûss
i , respectively. Note that the

steady-state velocity satisfy ûss
i = uid . Consider the time derivative of the estimated distance, which in the steady state

(i.e. when ûi = ûid and r̂i = r̂ ssi ) reads:

Û̂di j =
ûid (r̂ ssi − r ijs)

T ûidn − (r̂
ss
i − r ijs)

T ui
js

d̂ss
i j

. (33)
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The worst-case neighbor is the agent j ∈ {Ni | Ĵi < 0} towards whom the rate of change of the estimated distance

d̂i j given by (33), due to the motion of agent i, is maximum. More specifically, the term Ĵi < 0 describes the set of

agents j ∈ Ni towards whom agent i is moving in its current direction (see [9] for more details). Consider the worst

case, i.e., d̂ss
i j = ‖ r̂

ss
i − r ijs ‖ = ds . The commanded speed ûid in this case is equal to ûis | j which is given as per (21).

Plugging this into (33), we obtain:

Û̂di j =
(1 − εi)ueds + (εi − 1)(r̂i − r ijs)

T ui
js

ds
(34)

Note that

(r̂i − r ijs)
T ui

js = (r̂i − r̂ j)
T ui

js + (r̂ j − r̂ js)
T ui

js = (r̂i − r̂ j)
T û j + (r̂i − r̂ j)

T (ui
js − û j) + (r̂ j − r̂ js)

T ui
js .

Using the fact that either the agent j is moving away from the agent i at the first place or is following the vector field that

points away from agent i, we have (r̂i − r̂ j)
T û j ≤ 0 (where û j is the estimated velocity of agent j, available only to

agent j). Furthermore, using the bounds on the estimation and sensing errors, we obtain

(r̂i − r̂ j)
T û j + (r̂i − r̂ j)

T (ui
js − û j) + (r̂ j − r̂ js)

T ui
js ≤ (ds + εs)(δe + εs) + εs ‖u

i
js ‖.

Choose ue as

ue =
(ds + εs)(δe + εs) + εs ‖ui

js ‖

ds
(35)

Now, from (34) and choice of ue as per (35), we have

(1 − εi)ueds + (εi − 1)(r̂i − r ijs)
T ui

js ≥ (1 − εi)ueds − (1 − εi)
(
(ds + εs)(δe + εs) + εs ‖ui

js ‖
)
≥ 0,

which implies that the steady-state estimated inter-agent distance d̂ss
i j can not become less than ds . Now, to account for

the transient period, consider the time derivative of the velocity error ûide, which reads

Ûuide = Û̂ui − Û̂uid = ai + ki4rie‖rie‖α2−1 − Û̂uid (36)

Substituting (22) into (36) yields

Ûuide = −λi(ûi − ûid)‖ ûi − ûid ‖
β2−1 = −λiuide‖uide‖

β2−1, (37)
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where λi > 0. From Theorem 3, we obtain that the origin is a finite-time stable equilibrium of the system (37).

Integrating equation (37) furthermore yields

uide(t) = uide(0)
(
1 −

λit(1 − β2)

‖uide(0)‖1−β2

) 1
1−β2 = c1(1 − c2t)ξ (38)

where, uide(0) is the initial velocity error, c1 = uide(0), c2 =
λi (1−β2)

‖uide (0) ‖1−β2
, and ξ = 1

1−β2
. Note that uide(t) = 0 for all

t ≥ t∗ = 1
c2
. Hence, after this instant, the error in position would not change. By integrating (38), we obtain the transient

position error ride(t) as

ride(t) = ride(0) +
c1

c2(1 + ξ)
(1 − (1 − c2t)1+ξ ) (39)

With ride(0) = 0, the maximum position error rieMax , attained at t∗ = 1
c2
, has the form

rieMax = ride

( 1
c2

)
=

c1
c2(1 + ξ)

=
uide(0)‖uide(0)‖1−β2

λi(2 − β2)
,

where uide(0) = ûi(0) − uid(0)uidn(0) + wav + ki3rie(0)‖rie(0)‖α1−1. Define re as

re = max
i
‖rieMax ‖. (40)

Note that from the steady-state analysis, we have that ‖ r̂ ssi − r̂ js ‖ ≥ ds . Using this, we obtain:

d̂i j = ‖ r̂i − r̂ js ‖ ≥ ‖ r̂
ss
i − r̂ js ‖ − ‖ r̂i − r̂ ssi ‖ ≥ ds − re

Thus, with ds = dm + δe + εs + re, we have that d̂i j ≥ dm + δe + εs and hence, di j ≥ dm, i.e., the resulting agent

trajectories are collision free. �

D. Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. Let V(x) = 1

2 ‖x(t)‖
2 be the candidate Lyapunov function. Taking the time derivative of V(x) along the system

trajectories, we obtain

ÛV(x) = x(t)T (−kx(t)
tanh ‖x(t)‖
‖x(t)‖

) = −k ‖x(t)‖ tanh(‖x(t)‖).

This shows that ÛV(x(t)) < 0 for all x(t) , 0. Hence, we have that V(x(t)) ≤ V(x(0)) or ‖x(t)‖ ≤ ‖x(0)‖ for all t ≥ 0.

Define x0 , ‖x(0)‖ so that we have ‖x(t)‖ ≤ x0 and since x(0) , 0, x0 > 0. It is easy to check that the system

trajectories satisfy tanh(‖x(t)‖) ≥ tanh(x0)
x0
‖x(t)‖ for all t ≥ 0, i.e., the graph of tanh(‖x(t)‖) lies above the straight
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line y = c‖x(t)‖ with slope c = tanh(x0)
x0

for all ‖x(t)‖ ≤ x0. Hence, we have that ÛV(x) = −k ‖x(t)‖ tanh(‖x(t)‖) ≤

−
k tanh(x0)

x0
‖x(t)‖2 = −cV(x) where c = 2k tanh(x0)

x0
. From the Comparison Lemma [61, Section 5.2], we obtain that

V(x(t)) ≤ e−ctV(x(0)).

For a given ε > 0, define Tε = − 1
c log( ε2

2V (x(0)) ), so that we have V(x(Tε )) ≤ e−cTε V(x(0)) = 1
2 ε

2. Now, since

V(x(t)) ≤ V(x(Tε )) for all t ≥ Tε , we obtain that V(x(t)) ≤ 1
2 ε

2 or ‖x(t)‖ ≤ ε for all t ≥ Tε . Also, since ‖x0‖ , 0, we

have that Tε < ∞. �

E. Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. From Lemma 1, there is no deadlock so that the agents are always attracted to their desired goal locations. The

agents follow the vector field (6) under the desired direction of motion given by (7), which takes each agent i away from

the other agents and towards its goal location, i.e., each class-A agent resolves the conflict with all other agents. Also,

from Assumption 3, once all agents reach their respective goal locations, they are out of each others’ sensing region.

Hence, once all the agents reached to their respective goal locations, they stay there.

Now, we are ready to show that once agent i resolves all its conflicts with the other agents, it would reach its goal

location in finite time. Consider the error dynamics for ûide which, as per (37), reads Û̂uide = −λi(uide)‖uide‖β2−1.

From Theorem 3, we have that the origin of the system (37) is FTS, which implies that there exists a time ti such that for

all t ≥ ti , ûi(t) = uid(t). Note that from (17) and (14), we obtain Û̂ri(t) = ûid ûidn for all t ≥ ti . Now, in the absence of

any neighbours, from (17), we have that ûid = ûic and the direction of vector field ûidn is along Fi(r̂i) = Fgi(r̂i), i.e.,

along −(r̂i − rgi). Hence, the dynamics of the desired trajectory r̂id reads

Û̂ri = −ûic
(r̂i − rgi)

‖ r̂i − rgi ‖
. (41)

Now, if at the instant when the error ûide(t) becomes 0, the value of the norm ‖ r̂i − rgi ‖ ≤ R1, then ûic in (41) directly

takes the form ûic = ki2‖ r̂i − rgi ‖
αr . If this is not the case, then by Lemma 4, there exits a finite time t̃i , after which

‖ r̂i − rgi ‖ is less than R1. Now, after this point, the value ûic as per (10a) reads ûic = ki2‖ r̂i − rgi ‖αr . Hence, we obtain

Û̂ri = −ki2‖ r̂i − rgi ‖
αr
(r̂i − rgi)

‖ r̂i − rgi ‖
= −ki2(r̂i − rgi)‖ r̂i − rgi ‖

αr−1. (42)

From Theorem 3, rgi is a finite-time stable equilibrium for (42). Hence, there exists some finite-time T∗i such that, for

all t ≥ T∗i , r̂i = rgi . Now, from Theorem 4, ‖ri(t) − r̂i(t)‖ ≤ δie(t) for all t ≥ Tobs
i . Define Ti = max{T∗i ,T

obs
i } < ∞,

so that for all t ≥ Ti , ‖ri(t) − r̂i(t)‖ = ‖ri(t) − rgi ‖ ≤ δie(t), which completes the proof. �
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